
     

CT PIECEMAKERS QUILT CHALLENGE 2018 

Two challenges are in store for the 2018 CT Piecemakers Quilt show. Enter one or both. 

Unlike previous shows, pieces will be entered individually and will not become a part of a 

group quilt. Your entry remains your property. There is no charge to enter the challenge 

quilts in the show, but if you wish to have them judged normal guild fees will apply. 

The maximum size for both categories is 24” x 36”.  The longest dimension may be measured 

on either a vertical or horizontal axis. 

There is no restriction on style or technique, but it must be a piece of textile art of three 

layers held together by stitching or other recognizable manner. 

CHALLENGE I: ARCHITECTURE 

Your quilt must reference architecture in some manner. It may be inspired by a type of architecture, by a 

specific structure, an element of architecture (stairs, windows),  be made up of “architectural” quilt blocks 

(Log Cabin, Castle in the Air), or relate to architecture in another manner such as a village or even the 

abstract notion of the structure of an idea or of a molecule. Remember, animal and insect dwellings are 

architecture, too. 

CHALLENGE II: FAMILY 

Here’s an opportunity to express a realistic image or a concept. Family may be as obvious as a portrait of 

a loved one or a group around the Thanksgiving table, but is not limited to humans. What about a gaggle 

of geese (literally, or figuratively as in a Flying Geese quilt). You could build your quilt around a family of 

colors. What about quilts based on songs such as “We Are One” or “We Are Family”. 

ENTRY DEADLINE 

The entry deadline for challenge quilts is the same as for regular quilt entries. 

 

Let your style and your perspective shine in these quilts and let’s wow the visitors to our quilt show 

with our originality and creativity. 

 


